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The Moses Of Wall Street Investing The Right Way For The Right Reasons
A dramatic, playful, brutal, sweeping, and always entertaining reimagining of New York City history, presaging today's
political tyranny. "A postmodern masterwork that outdoes Pynchon in eccentricity--and electricity, with all its dazzling
prose." --Kirkus Reviews, Starred review "Mr. Nersesian's work is a tale of extremes. The finished product weighs more
than 4 pounds. If he stacked all his manuscript pages since he began the book back in 1993 it would stand 6 feet tall, a
shade taller than himself, Mr. Nersesian says...Main characters include a fictionalized Robert Moses, the powerful public
official who reshaped New York City and its environs, and his brother Paul, an electrical engineer. A difficult relationship
between the two has dire consequences. There are also pop-culture favorites from the period, including psychedelic
evangelist Timothy Leary; urbanologist Jane Jacobs, and poet Allen Ginsberg. All are intended to show readers how the
value of culture erodes in an isolated world." --Wall Street Journal "Arthur Nersesian is the Bard of Lower East Side
Manhattan...He knows every street corner, every bar, store, book stall, and even the famous 100-year-old Russian shvitz
on 10th Street. Nobody does it better. Not Don DeLillo, not Richard Price, and not William Burroughs." --On the Seawall
"A sprawling, engrossing Pentateuch of an alternate New York City...Nersesian's binge-worthy odyssey is a singularly
wild ride." --Publishers Weekly "Nersesian is one of my favorite New York authors; this tome is one to lose yourself in."
--Bob Odenkirk, actor, Breaking Bad After a domestic terrorist unleashes a dirty bomb in Manhattan in 1970, making the
borough uninhabitable, FBI agent Uli Sarkisian finds himself in a world that is suddenly unrecognizable as the United
States is faced with its greatest immigration crisis ever: finding housing for millions of its own citizens. The federal
government hastily retrofits an abandoned military installation in the Nevada desert, vast in size. Despite the
government's best intentions, as the military pulls out of "Rescue City," the residents are increasingly left to their own
devices, and tribal warfare fuses with democracy, forming a frightening evolution of the two-party system: the
gangocracy. Years after the Manhattan cleanup was supposed to have been finished, Uli travels through this bizarre new
New York City, where he is forced to reckon with his past, while desperately trying to get out alive. The Five Books of
(Robert) Moses alternates between the outrageous present of Rescue City and earlier in the twentieth century, detailing
the events leading up to the destruction of Manhattan. We simultaneously follow legendary urban planner Robert Moses
through his early years and are introduced to his equally ambitious older brother Paul, a brilliant electrical engineer
whose jealousy toward Robert and anger at the devastation caused by the man's "urban renewal" projects lead to a dire
outcome. Arthur Nersesian's most important work to date examines the political chaos of today's world through the lens
of the past. Fictional versions of real historical figures populate the pages, from major politicians and downtown drag
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queens to notorious revolutionaries and obscure poets.
One man’s quest to find the oldest Bible scrolls in the world and uncover the story of the brilliant, doomed antiquarian
accused of forging them. In the summer of 1883, Moses Wilhelm Shapira—archaeological treasure hunter and inveterate
social climber—showed up unannounced in London claiming to have discovered the oldest copy of the Bible in the world.
But before the museum could pony up his £1 million asking price for the scrolls—which discovery called into question the
divine authorship of the scriptures—Shapira’s nemesis, the French archaeologist Charles Clermont-Ganneau, denounced
the manuscripts, turning the public against him. Distraught over this humiliating public rebuke, Shapira fled to the
Netherlands and committed suicide. Then, in 1947 the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered. Noting the similarities between
these and Shapira’s scrolls, scholars made efforts to re-examine Shapira’s case, but it was too late: the primary piece of
evidence, the parchment scrolls themselves had mysteriously vanished. Tigay, journalist and son of a renowned Biblical
scholar, was galvanized by this peculiar story and this indecipherable man, and became determined to find the scrolls.
He sets out on a quest that takes him to Australia, England, Holland, Germany where he meets Shapira’s still aggrieved
descendants and Jerusalem where Shapira is still referred to in the present tense as a “Naughty boy”. He wades into
museum storerooms, musty English attics, and even the Jordanian gorge where the scrolls were said to have been found
all in a tireless effort to uncover the truth about the scrolls and about Shapira, himself. At once historical drama and
modern-day mystery, The Lost Book of Moses explores the nineteenth-century disappearance of Shapira’s scrolls and
Tigay's globetrotting hunt for the ancient manuscript. As it follows Tigay’s trail to the truth, the book brings to light a
flamboyant, romantic, devious, and ultimately tragic personality in a story that vibrates with the suspense of a classic
detective tale.
A long-overdue reexamination of beloved American artist Grandma Moses, restoring her rightful place within the canon of
mid-century American Art. One of the best-known artists of her time, and a true American legend, Anna Mary Robertson
"Grandma" Moses (1860–1961) was often marginalized as a latter-day "folk" painter or a phenomenon of popular media.
Accompanying a traveling exhibition, this new book looks closely at the paintings themselves and the artist’s compelling
biography to reassert her role in the development of a culture of modernist art at mid-century. Presenting fresh research,
several scholars examine Moses’s name, public persona, painted world, and wildly popular place in American pop
culture; address the myth of the self-taught artist; and contextualize her work alongside such contemporaries as Horace
Pippin, Elie Nadelman, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, and Morris Hirshfield.
The first major biography of “the Thomas Edison of guns,” John Moses Browning, a visionary inventor who designed the
modern handgun and whose awe-inspiring array of firearms helped ensure victory in numerous American wars and found
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an important place in American culture. Few people are aware that John Moses Browning—a tall, humble, cerebral man
born in 1855 and raised as a Mormon in the American West—was the mind behind many of the world-changing firearms
that dominated more than a century of conflict. He invented the crucial design used in virtually all modern pistols, created
the most popular hunting rifles and shotguns, and conceived the machine guns that proved decisive not just in World
Wars I and II but nearly every major military action since. Yet few in America knew his name until he was into his sixties.
Now, author Nathan Gorenstein brings firearms inventor John Moses Browning to vivid life in this riveting and revealing
biography. Embodying the tradition of self-made, self-educated geniuses (like Lincoln and Edison), Browning was able to
think in three dimensions (he never used blueprints) and his gifted mind produced everything from the famous
Winchester “30-30” hunting rifle to the awesomely effective machine guns used by every American aircraft and infantry
unit in World War II. The British credited Browning’s guns with helping to win the Battle of Britain. His inventions illustrate
both the good and bad of weapons. Sweeping, lively, and brilliantly told, this fascinating book introduces a little-known
American legend whose impact on history ranks with that of the Wright Brothers, Thomas Edison, and Henry Ford.
“One of our true superstars of nonfiction” (David Foster Wallace), Lewis Hyde offers a playful and inspiring defense of
forgetfulness by exploring the healing effect it can have on the human psyche. We live in a culture that prizes
memory—how much we can store, the quality of what’s preserved, how we might better document and retain the
moments of our life while fighting off the nightmare of losing all that we have experienced. But what if forgetfulness were
seen not as something to fear—be it in the form of illness or simple absentmindedness—but rather as a blessing, a balm, a
path to peace and rebirth? A Primer for Forgetting is a remarkable experiment in scholarship, autobiography, and social
criticism by the author of the classics The Gift and Trickster Makes This World. It forges a new vision of forgetfulness by
assembling fragments of art and writing from the ancient world to the modern, weighing the potential boons forgetfulness
might offer the present moment as a creative and political force. It also turns inward, using the author’s own life and
memory as a canvas upon which to extol the virtues of a concept too long taken as an evil. Drawing material from Hesiod
to Jorge Luis Borges to Elizabeth Bishop to Archbishop Desmond Tutu, from myths and legends to very real and recent
traumas both personal and historical, A Primer for Forgetting is a unique and remarkable synthesis that only Lewis Hyde
could have produced.
The rivalry of Jane Jacobs and Robert Moses, a struggle for the soul of a city, is one of the most dramatic and
consequential in modern American history. To a young Jane Jacobs, Greenwich Village, with its winding cobblestone
streets and diverse makeup, was everything a city neighborhood should be. But consummate power broker Robert
Moses, the father of many of New York’s most monumental development projects, thought neighborhoods like
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Greenwich Village were badly in need of “urban renewal.” Standing up against government plans for the city, Jacobs
marshaled popular support and political power against Moses, whether to block traffic through her beloved Washington
Square Park or to prevent the construction of the Lower Manhattan Expressway, an elevated superhighway that would
have destroyed centuries-old streetscapes and displaced thousands of families. By confronting Moses and his vision,
Jacobs forever changed the way Americans understood the city. Her story reminds us of the power we have as
individuals to confront and defy reckless authority.
In stark and compelling prose, Thomas W. Jones tells his story as a campus revolutionary who led an armed revolt at
Cornell University in 1969 and then altered his course over the next fifty years to become a powerful leader in the
financial industry including high-level positions at John Hancock, TIAA-CREF and Citigroup as Wall Street plunged into
its darkest hour. From Willard Straight to Wall Street provides a front row seat to the author's triumphs and struggles as
he was twice investigated by the SEC—and emerged unscathed. His searing perspective as an African American
navigating a world dominated by whites reveals a father, a husband, a trusted colleague, a Cornellian, and a business
leader who confronts life with an unwavering resolve that defies cliché and offers a unique perspective on the issues of
race in America today. The book begins on the steps of Willard Straight Hall where Jones and his classmates staged an
occupation for two days that demanded a black studies curriculum at Cornell. The Straight Takeover resulted in the
resignation of Cornell President James Perkins with whom Jones reconciled years later. Jones witnessed the destruction
of the World Trade Centers on 911 from his office at ground zero and then observed first-hand the wave of scandals that
swept the banking industry over the next decade. From Willard Straight to Wall Street reveals one of the most interesting
American stories of the last fifty years.
"Business Adventures remains the best business book I've ever read." --Bill Gates, The Wall Street Journal What do the $350
million Ford Motor Company disaster known as the Edsel, the fast and incredible rise of Xerox, and the unbelievable scandals at
General Electric and Texas Gulf Sulphur have in common? Each is an example of how an iconic company was defined by a
particular moment of fame or notoriety; these notable and fascinating accounts are as relevant today to understanding the
intricacies of corporate life as they were when the events happened. Stories about Wall Street are infused with drama and
adventure and reveal the machinations and volatile nature of the world of finance. Longtime New Yorker contributor John Brooks's
insightful reportage is so full of personality and critical detail that whether he is looking at the astounding market crash of 1962, the
collapse of a well-known brokerage firm, or the bold attempt by American bankers to save the British pound, one gets the sense
that history repeats itself. Five additional stories on equally fascinating subjects round out this wonderful collection that will both
entertain and inform readers . . . Business Adventures is truly financial journalism at its liveliest and best.
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A fascinating collection of stories from the annals of Wall Street looks back on the colorful personalities who make this district the
most profitable in the entire world, profiling Jesse L. Livermore, Joseph P. Kennedy, Andrew Carnegie, and John D. Rockefeller,
among others.
The Triple Tank System Strategy Guide teaches you exactly how to use the Triple Tank to your advantage. You will learn at least
three strategies to put the Triple Tank to work for you, each one with a different degree of maximizing your gains, while minimizing
your risk. It is one of the three components in Ron Tank's Triple Tank System for investing in the stock market, based on the
foundation, strategies and biblical principles he reveals in his book The Moses of Wall Street.
Relive the excess and humility with former hedge fund honcho and Minyanville founder Todd Harrison. • •The indulgent lifestyle,
battles with TheStreet.com, the bubbles, told from a renewed and humbled perspective. •What it was really like on the frontlines,
through highs and lows, and how lives were changed. •An insider's look at the extreme personalities Wall Street is famous for, the
public falling out with Jim Cramer, and the pressure cooker that consumes professional investors. In The Other Side of Wall Street,
Minyanville.com founder and former hedge fund honcho Todd Harrison shares never-before-told stories from the hidden side of
Wall Street--from the adrenaline rush of trading at the highest levels to Wall Street's super-indulgent lifestyles... Harrison's time in
the trenches fighting with (and then against) Jim Cramer... why he left investing completely, and how he returned to earn his
redemption. Thousands of readers have tasted Harrison's story in a recent Dow Jones MarketWatch serialization. Now, for the first
time, he shares his entire extraordinary personal memoir. You'll walk alongside Harrison through the 'golden door' that took him
into Morgan Stanley in its 1990s heyday... share his ringside view of the explosive growth of derivatives, and the disasters that
followed... ride the emotional roller coaster of colossal wins and losses... discover what it's really like to work with Jim Cramer...
then travel with Harrison through the 2000s, the most tumultuous decade in investing history. Harrison's seen it all, done it all, and
earned perspective and insight available to only a few. If you want to know what it's really like at Wall Street's pinnacle--and in its
deepest depths--one book will tell you: The Other Side of Wall Street .
In the middle decades of the nineteenth century Jeremiah G. Hamilton was a well-known figure on Wall Street. Cornelius
Vanderbilt, America's first tycoon, came to respect, grudgingly, his one-time opponent. The day after Vanderbilt's death on January
4, 1877, an almost full-page obituary on the front of the National Republican acknowledged that, in the context of his Wall Street
share transactions, "There was only one man who ever fought the Commodore to the end, and that was Jeremiah Hamilton." What
Vanderbilt's obituary failed to mention, perhaps as contemporaries already knew it well, was that Hamilton was African American.
Hamilton, although his origins were lowly, possibly slave, was reportedly the richest colored man in the United States, possessing
a fortune of $2 million, or in excess of two hundred and $50 million in today's currency. In Prince of Darkness, a groundbreaking
and vivid account, eminent historian Shane White reveals the larger than life story of a man who defied every convention of his
time. He wheeled and dealed in the lily white business world, he married a white woman, he bought a mansion in rural New
Jersey, he owned railroad stock on trains he was not legally allowed to ride, and generally set his white contemporaries teeth on
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edge when he wasn't just plain outsmarting them. An important contribution to American history, Hamilton's life offers a way into
considering, from the unusual perspective of a black man, subjects that are usually seen as being quintessentially white, totally
segregated from the African American past.
An economic historian presents the first, wide-ranging chronicle of the rise of Wall Street, tracing how the Street fueled the
development of the U.S. into a world economic power and how it was increasingly subjected to government involvement. UP.
Once in Golconda "In this book, John Brooks-who was one of the most elegant of all business writers-perfectly catches the flavor
of one of history's best-known financial dramas: the 1929 crash and its aftershocks. It's packed with parallels and parables for the
modern reader." -From the Foreword by Richard Lambert Editor-in-Chief, The Financial Times Once in Golconda is a dramatic
chronicle of the breathtaking rise, devastating fall, and painstaking rebirth of Wall Street in the years between the wars. Focusing
on the lives and fortunes of some of the era's most memorable traders, bankers, boosters, and frauds, John Brooks brings to vivid
life all the ruthlessness, greed, and reckless euphoria of the '20s bull market, the desperation of the days leading up to the crash of
'29, and the bitterness of the years that followed. Praise for Once in Golconda "A fast-moving, sophisticated account.embracing
the stock-market boom of the twenties, the crash of 1929, the Depression, and the coming of the New Deal. Its leitmotif is the truly
tragic personal history of Richard Whitney, the aristocrat Morgan broker and head of the Stock Exchange, who ended up in Sing
Sing." -Edmund Wilson, writing in the New Yorker "As Mr. Brooks tells this tale of dishonor, desperation, and the fall of the mighty,
it takes on overtones of Greek tragedy, a king brought down by pride. Whitney's sordid history has been told before..But in Mr.
Brooks's hands, the drama becomes freshly shocking." -Wall Street Journal "It's all there in Once in Golconda-the avarice of an
era that favored the rich; and the later anguish of myriads of speculators doomed by a bloated market, easy credit, and their own
cupidity and stupidity." -Saturday Review
From Dickensian London to today’s megacities—what urban walking tells us about modern life There is no such thing as a false step. Every
time we walk we are going somewhere. Especially if we are going nowhere. Moving around the modern city is not a way of getting from A to
B, but of understanding who and where we are. In a series of riveting intellectual rambles, Matthew Beaumont retraces episodes in the history
of the walker since the mid-nineteenth century. From Dickens’s insomniac night rambles to restless excursions through the faceless
monuments of today’s neoliberal city, the act of walking is one of self-discovery and self-escape, of disappearances and secret subversions.
Pacing stride for stride alongside literary amblers and thinkers such as Edgar Allan Poe, André Breton, H. G. Wells, Virginia Woolf, Jean
Rhys and Ray Bradbury, Beaumont explores the relationship between the metropolis and its pedestrian life. Through these writings,
Beaumont asks: Can you get lost in a crowd? What are the consequences of using your smartphone in the street? What differentiates the
nocturnal metropolis from the city of daylight? What connects walking, philosophy and the big toe? And can we save the city—or ourselves—by
taking to the pavement?
Named a Best Book of 2018 by the Financial Times and Fortune, this "thrilling" (Bill Gates) New York Times bestseller exposes how a
"modern Gatsby" swindled over $5 billion with the aid of Goldman Sachs in "the heist of the century" (Axios). Now a #1 international
bestseller, BILLION DOLLAR WHALE is "an epic tale of white-collar crime on a global scale" (Publishers Weekly, starred review), revealing
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how a young social climber from Malaysia pulled off one of the biggest heists in history. In 2009, a chubby, mild-mannered graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business named Jho Low set in motion a fraud of unprecedented gall and magnitude--one
that would come to symbolize the next great threat to the global financial system. Over a decade, Low, with the aid of Goldman Sachs and
others, siphoned billions of dollars from an investment fund--right under the nose of global financial industry watchdogs. Low used the money
to finance elections, purchase luxury real estate, throw champagne-drenched parties, and even to finance Hollywood films like The Wolf of
Wall Street. By early 2019, with his yacht and private jet reportedly seized by authorities and facing criminal charges in Malaysia and in the
United States, Low had become an international fugitive, even as the U.S. Department of Justice continued its investigation. BILLION
DOLLAR WHALE has joined the ranks of Liar's Poker, Den of Thieves, and Bad Blood as a classic harrowing parable of hubris and greed in
the financial world.
The Go-Go Years "The Go-Go Years is not to be read in the usual manner ofWall Street classics. You do not read this book to see our
presentsituation reenacted in the past, with only the names changed. Youread it because it is a wonderful description of the way thingswere
in a different time and place." --From the Foreword by Michael Lewis The Go-Go Years is the harrowing and humorous story ofthe growth
stocks of the 1960s and how their meteoric rise caused amultitude of small investors to thrive until the devastating marketcrashes in the
1970s. It was a time when greed drove the market andfast money was being made and lost as the "go-go" stocks surged andplunged.
Included are the stories of such high-profilepersonalities as H. Ross Perot who lost $450 million in one day,Saul Steinberg's attempt to take
over Chemical Bank, and the fallof America's "Last Gatsby," Eddie Gilbert. Praise for The Go-Go Years "Those for whom the stock market is
mostly a spectator sportwill relish the book's verve, color, and memorableone-liners." --New York Review of Books "Please don't take The GoGo Years too much for granted:as effortlessly as it seems to fly, it is nonetheless an unusuallycomplex and thoughtful work of social history."
--New York Times "Brooks's great contribution is his synthesis of all theelements that made the 1960s the most volatile in Wall Streethistory .
and making so much material easily digestible for theuninitiated." --Publishers Weekly "Brooks ... is about the only writer around who
combines athorough knowledge of finance with the ability to perceive behindthe dance of numbers 'high, pure, moral melodrama on the
themes ofpossession, domination, and belonging.'" --Time
"Fascinating and exhilarating—Sean B. Carroll at his very best."—Bill Bryson, author of The Body: A Guide for Occupants From acclaimed
writer and biologist Sean B. Carroll, a rollicking, awe-inspiring story of the surprising power of chance in our lives and the world Why is the
world the way it is? How did we get here? Does everything happen for a reason or are some things left to chance? Philosophers and
theologians have pondered these questions for millennia, but startling scientific discoveries over the past half century are revealing that we
live in a world driven by chance. A Series of Fortunate Events tells the story of the awesome power of chance and how it is the surprising
source of all the beauty and diversity in the living world. Like every other species, we humans are here by accident. But it is shocking just how
many things—any of which might never have occurred—had to happen in certain ways for any of us to exist. From an extremely improbable
asteroid impact, to the wild gyrations of the Ice Age, to invisible accidents in our parents' gonads, we are all here through an astonishing
series of fortunate events. And chance continues to reign every day over the razor-thin line between our life and death. This is a relatively
small book about a really big idea. It is also a spirited tale. Drawing inspiration from Monty Python, Kurt Vonnegut, and other great thinkers,
and crafted by one of today's most accomplished science storytellers, A Series of Fortunate Events is an irresistibly entertaining and thoughtprovoking account of one of the most important but least appreciated facts of life.
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In 1956, two Bell Labs scientists discovered the scientific formula for getting rich. One was mathematician Claude Shannon, neurotic father of
our digital age, whose genius is ranked with Einstein's. The other was John L. Kelly Jr., a Texas-born, gun-toting physicist. Together they
applied the science of information theory—the basis of computers and the Internet—to the problem of making as much money as possible, as
fast as possible. Shannon and MIT mathematician Edward O. Thorp took the "Kelly formula" to Las Vegas. It worked. They realized that there
was even more money to be made in the stock market. Thorp used the Kelly system with his phenomenally successful hedge fund, PrincetonNewport Partners. Shannon became a successful investor, too, topping even Warren Buffett's rate of return. Fortune's Formula traces how
the Kelly formula sparked controversy even as it made fortunes at racetracks, casinos, and trading desks. It reveals the dark side of this
alluring scheme, which is founded on exploiting an insider's edge. Shannon believed it was possible for a smart investor to beat the
market—and William Poundstone's Fortune's Formula will convince you that he was right.
The time was the 1980s. The place was Wall Street. The game was called Liar’s Poker. Michael Lewis was fresh out of Princeton and the
London School of Economics when he landed a job at Salomon Brothers, one of Wall Street’s premier investment firms. During the next
three years, Lewis rose from callow trainee to bond salesman, raking in millions for the firm and cashing in on a modern-day gold rush. Liar’s
Poker is the culmination of those heady, frenzied years—a behind-the-scenes look at a unique and turbulent time in American business. From
the frat-boy camaraderie of the forty-first-floor trading room to the killer instinct that made ambitious young men gamble everything on a highstakes game of bluffing and deception, here is Michael Lewis’s knowing and hilarious insider’s account of an unprecedented era of greed,
gluttony, and outrageous fortune.
Added t.p., illustrated. PARTIAL CONTENTS: XV. [Daniel] Drew and [Cornelius] Vanderbilt.--XVI. Drew and the Erie "corners."--XXII. [Henry]
Villard and his speculations.--XXVI. Our railroad methods.--XXXIV. Commodore Vanderbilt.-how his mammoth fortune was
accumulated.--XXXV. Wm. H. Vanderbilt.--XXXVII. The young Vanderbilts and their fortunes.--Their railroad system ... --XLII. Railroad
investments.--XLV. The labor question.--Gould and the strikes on the Missouri Pacific.--L. Western and southern financial leaders.--General
Thomas M. Logan, a successful man in railroading ... --[The Garretts'] great success as railroad managers.--LVII. Jay Gould.--LIX. Men of
mark.--Hon. Stephen V. White [Lackawanna Railroad].--Austin Corbin [Reading Railroad].--Russell Sage [Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul].--Chauncey M. Depew [New York Central]. -- J. Pierpont Morgan.
The Triple Tank System Model Book documents over 100 years of individual stocks and market indexes showing the Triple Tank strategy in
action. With over 150 pages of annotated charts this tool will train you to correctly identify and recognize the Triple Tank in the markets today.
It is one of the three components in Ron Tank's Triple Tank System for investing in the stock market, based on the foundation, strategies and
biblical principles he reveals in his book The Moses of Wall Street.
Witness Ron's amazing story of how he turned a few thousand dollars into millions-- only to lose it all. Find out how God rescued Ron and put
him back on the path to living abundantly by revealing a powerful biblical secret, hidden in plain sight and encoded into the DNA of every
living creature on earth. (You'll be surprised at how simple it is!) In June 2014, Ron netted a gain of 1,124% in only seventeen days. The
Moses of Wall Street reveals his proven Triple Tank System, which helps investors eliminate risk and maximize gains. It will teach you how to
profit by investing the right way for the right reasons.
"One of the best books of its kind in decades." —The Wall Street Journal An epic achievement and a huge delight, the entire history of popular
music over the past fifty years refracted through the big genres that have defined and dominated it: rock, R&B, country, punk, hip-hop, dance
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music, and pop Kelefa Sanneh, one of the essential voices of our time on music and culture, has made a deep study of how popular music
unites and divides us, charting the way genres become communities. In Major Labels, Sanneh distills a career’s worth of knowledge about
music and musicians into a brilliant and omnivorous reckoning with popular music—as an art form (actually, a bunch of art forms), as a cultural
and economic force, and as a tool that we use to build our identities. He explains the history of slow jams, the genius of Shania Twain, and
why rappers are always getting in trouble. Sanneh shows how these genres have been defined by the tension between mainstream and
outsider, between authenticity and phoniness, between good and bad, right and wrong. Throughout, race is a powerful touchstone: just as
there have always been Black audiences and white audiences, with more or less overlap depending on the moment, there has been Black
music and white music, constantly mixing and separating. Sanneh debunks cherished myths, reappraises beloved heroes, and upends
familiar ideas of musical greatness, arguing that sometimes, the best popular music isn’t transcendent. Songs express our grudges as well
as our hopes, and they are motivated by greed as well as idealism; music is a powerful tool for human connection, but also for human
antagonism. This is a book about the music everyone loves, the music everyone hates, and the decades-long argument over which is which.
The opposite of a modest proposal, Major Labels pays in full.
It's 1970, and in the People's Republic of Congo a Marxist-Leninist revolution is ushering in a new age. But at the orphanage on the outskirts
of Pointe-Noire where young Moses has grown up, the revolution has only strengthened the reign of Dieudonn Ngoulmoumako, the
orphanage's corrupt director. So Moses escapes to Pointe-Noire, where he finds a home first with a larcenous band of Congolese Merry Men
and then among the Zairian prostitutes of the Trois-Cents quarter. But the authorities won't leave Moses in peace, and intervene to chase
both the Merry Men and the Trois-Cents girls out of town. All this injustice pushes poor Moses over the edge. Could he really be the Robin
Hood of the Congo? Or is he just losing his marbles? Vivid, exuberant and heartwarming, Black Moses is a vital new extension of Alain
Mabanckou's extraordinary, interlinked body of work dedicated to his native Congo, and confirms his status as one of our great storytellers.
A riveting history of the American West told for the first time through the pioneering women who used the challenges of migration and
settlement as opportunities to advocate for their rights, and transformed the country in the process Between 1840 and 1910, over half a
million men and women traveled deep into the underdeveloped American West, the vast lands that extended from the Great Plains to the
Pacific Ocean. Survival in this uncharted region required two hard-working partners, compelling women to take on equal responsibilities to
men, proving to themselves - and their husbands - that they were capable of far more than society maintained. Back East, women were
citizens in name only. Unable to vote, own property, or file for divorce, women were kept separate from the dynamic male world outside the
home. But the women of the west rightly saw themselves as patriotic pioneers, vital contributors to westward expansion. By the midnineteenth century the fight for women's suffrage was radical but hardly new, until the women of the west changed the course. Armed with
the ethos of "manifest domesticity," they established and managed schools, churches, and philanthropies; they ran for office, first for the
school board but soon for local legislature. Wielding their authority in public life for political gains, they successfully fought for the right to earn
income, purchase property, and, especially, vote. In 1869, partly to lure more women past the Rocky Mountains, Wyoming gave women the
vote. Utah, Colorado, and Idaho soon followed, and long before the Nineteenth Amendment of 1919 did so across the country, nearly every
western state or territory had enfranchised women. In New Women in the Old West, Winifred Gallagher brings to life the little known and
under-reported women who played monumental roles in one of the most vibrant and transformative periods in the history of the United States.
Alongside their victories, Gallagher explores the women who were less privileged by race and class, the Native American, Hispanic, AfricanPage 9/11
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American, and Asian women, yet joined the fight for universal equality. Drawing on an extraordinary collection of research, including personal
letters and diaries, Gallagher weaves together the striking achievements of those who not only created homes on weather-wracked prairies
and built communities in muddy mining camps, but played a crucial, unrecognized role in the women's rights movement, and forever
redefined the "American woman."
The Moses of Wall StreetInvesting The Right Way For The Right Reasons
A collection of essays on music and life by the famed classical pianist and composer Stephen Hough is one of the world’s leading pianists,
winning global acclaim and numerous awards, both for his concerts and his recordings. He is also a writer, composer, and painter, and has
been described by The Economist as one of “Twenty Living Polymaths.” Hough writes informally and engagingly about music and the life of
a musician, from the broader aspects of what it is to walk out onto a stage or to make a recording, to specialist tips from deep inside the
practice room: how to trill, how to pedal, how to practice. He also writes vividly about people he’s known, places he’s traveled to, books he’s
read, paintings he’s seen; and he touches on more controversial subjects, such as assisted suicide and abortion. Even religion is there—the
possibility of the existence of God, problems with some biblical texts, and the challenges involved in being a gay Catholic. Rough Ideas is an
illuminating, constantly surprising introduction to the life and mind of one of our great cultural figures.
When disaster strikes, when election returns are in, when scandals break, when the ubiquitous racial and sexual tensions of our land blow
their PC gasket, when the famous die, it seems the monied men of Wall Street are always the first to craft our national anxiety into a joke.
The cynical, educated, three-steaks-a-week, house-in-the-Hamptons representatives of the Ayn Rand in all of us generate the jokes that get
faxed nationwide. That's the myth, and this is the confirmation of it. Compiled by four anonymous Wall Streeters, here are the jokes that are
sure to come in handy for any commuter, socially challenged business person, or new guy/gal at the water fountain. Slim enough to fit in your
shirt pocket, The Wall Street Joke Book can be toted with you for those moments that call for a real-man's guffaw. Here's a taste of the humor
that makes this country what it is, from the men who make this country what it is.
Robert S. Levine foregrounds the viewpoints of Black Americans on Reconstruction in his absorbing account of the struggle between the
great orator Frederick Douglass and President Andrew Johnson. When Andrew Johnson assumed the presidency after Abraham Lincoln’s
assassination, the country was on the precipice of radical change. Johnson, seemingly more progressive than Lincoln, looked like the ideal
person to lead the country. He had already cast himself as a “Moses” for the Black community, and African Americans were optimistic that
he would pursue aggressive federal policies for Black equality. Despite this early promise, Frederick Douglass, the country’s most influential
Black leader, soon grew disillusioned with Johnson’s policies and increasingly doubted the president was sincere in supporting Black
citizenship. In a dramatic and pivotal meeting between Johnson and a Black delegation at the White House, the president and Douglass
came to verbal blows over the course of Reconstruction. As he lectured across the country, Douglass continued to attack Johnson’s policies,
while raising questions about the Radical Republicans’ hesitancy to grant African Americans the vote. Johnson meanwhile kept his eye on
Douglass, eventually making a surprising effort to appoint him to a key position in his administration. Levine grippingly portrays the conflicts
that brought Douglass and the wider Black community to reject Johnson and call for a guilty verdict in his impeachment trial. He brings fresh
insight by turning to letters between Douglass and his sons, speeches by Douglass and other major Black figures like Frances E. W. Harper,
and articles and letters in the Christian Recorder, the most important African American newspaper of the time. In counterpointing the lives
and careers of Douglass and Johnson, Levine offers a distinctive vision of the lost promise and dire failure of Reconstruction, the effects of
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which still reverberate today.
An introduction to alcohol--what it is, how it affects the body, why some people become problem drinkers, and how to recognize, prevent, and
treat alcoholism.
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